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Silverstone PWM lower
speed fan cable - 2 Pack

$8.99

Product Images

Short Description

CPF05 is a high-quality fan speed reduction cable designed to meet the demand for enthusiasts focused on
quietness. It can be easily connected between the motherboard 4pin PWM header and the fan to
automatically reduce fan speed and noise.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

CPF05 is a high-quality fan speed reduction cable designed to meet the demand for enthusiasts focused on quietness. It
can be easily connected between the motherboard 4pin PWM header and the fan to automatically reduce fan speed and
noise. Built differently from some of the cheap and shoddy fan cables on the market that may overheat or eventually
burn out, the CPF05 is made with quality materials and fully sleeved for extra protection. Its high capacity, built-in resistor
can handle up to 3W 50Ω to provide safe running with some of the highest speed fans. For those with high performance
fans, the CPF05 will offer the easiest and quickest way to reduce speed and noise while maintaining PWM control
function.

Features

￭ Reduce fan speed to help lower noise

￭ Maintain PWM control function

￭ Beautiful all black sleeved cable

￭ Includes high capacity 3W 50Ω resistor

Specifications

Model No. SST-CPF05

Color Black

Connectors Two 1 to 1 4pin PWM fan connectors

Length 100mm

Resistance value 50Ω，3W

 

Instructions for use with all cables in CPF series

CPF01 / CPF02:
We recommend connecting CPF05 from the downstream side of CPF01 / CPF02. Fan speed may drop too low and causes
stalling if connected from the upstream side of CPF01 / CPF02.

CPF03:
CPF05 can be connected to CPF03 on either side without any adverse effect.

CPF04:
CPF05 needs to be connected to downstream side of CPF04. It will not work with CPF04 from the upstream side as CPF04
does not contain wiring for powering the fan.

CPF05:
Connecting CPF05 to another CPF05 will result in even lower fan speeds.

 

http://silverstonetek.com/product.php?pid=390&area=en
http://silverstonetek.com/product.php?pid=485&area=en
http://silverstonetek.com/product.php?pid=486&area=en
http://silverstonetek.com/product.php?pid=526&area=en
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Additional Information

Brand SilverStone Technology

SKU CPF05

Weight 0.1000

Color Black

Cable Type 4-Pin PWM Adapter

Length 10cm

Vendor SKU/EAN 844761014315


